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This oversight hearing will focus on the access challenges faced by Border Patrol agents
on federal borderlands and the environmental impact of illegal border crossings and drug
smuggling.
Policy Overview
•

The remote location of large portions of federally owned borderland make them a popular
location for cross border violators (CBVs), such as drug and human smugglers, foreign
nationals, and terrorists and terrorist organizations.1 Many stretches of federally owned
borderland have minimal security infrastructure and poor roads, making it difficult for
Border Patrol agents to effectively patrol dangerous terrain.2

•

Environmental laws and varied jurisdictional responsibility among land management
agencies further complicate border security efforts. Although a 2006 Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) executed by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), the
Department of the Interior (DOI), and the Department of Agriculture (USDA) intended to
facilitate cooperation and communication between agencies, its practical effects can
restrict Border Patrol’s security efforts. For example, approval processes per the MOU
can take months, robbing Border Patrol the necessary operational flexibility and access to
effectively respond to evolving CBV routes and drug cartel operations.

•

While Border Patrol agents must balance environmental concerns and law enforcement
access to protect our borders, CBVs and their accomplices completely disregard our
natural resources and environmental protection laws. Cross border violations on
federally owned borderland cause extensive ecological and environmental damage
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ranging from wildland fires, soil erosion, habitat destruction, and the accumulations of
human waste and garbage.
•

U.S. residents living and working in and around federal borderlands may face fatal
chance encounters with drug smugglers or groups of desperate illegal immigrants. This
concern is particularly acute for isolated ranchers.
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Background
Federal and Indian owned land represent approximately 693 miles, or about 35 percent,
of the Southern border, the overwhelming majority of which, is managed by the Department of
the Interior (DOI) and the Forest Service (USFS).3 The rugged, isolated character of most
federally owned borderland4 makes patrolling and the installation and maintenance of security
infrastructure difficult. Regulatory delays and reliance on federal land managers for appropriate
access to federally owned borderland further hampers Border Patrol’s efforts to adequately
patrol, as well as, build and maintain border security infrastructure. The same factors that hinder
Border Patrol’s operations make federally owned borderland a popular, but dangerous, crossing
point for CBVs, such as illegal immigrants and drug traffickers.
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Regulatory Obstacles to Border Patrol Access
The Border Patrol is tasked with gaining “operational control” of the international borders
of the United States. Operational control is statutorily defined as “the prevention of all unlawful
entries into the United States, including entries by terrorists, other unlawful aliens, instruments of
terrorism, narcotics, and other contraband.”5 In the years since September 11, 2001, Congress
has authorized large increases in manpower and equipment for the Border Patrol.6
Federal Lands on U.S. – Mexico Border

The REAL ID Act of 2005 granted the Secretary of Homeland Security authority to
waive all legal requirements deemed necessary to “ensure expeditious construction of [border]
barriers and roads” in areas of high illegal entry.7 While this waiver authority applies to border
barrier construction, maintenance of existing infrastructure or roads can become a challenge for
Border Patrol. Except for this waiver authority, Congress has largely left in place regulatory
obstacles that can deter obtaining operational control of the border.
In August 2006, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), DOI, and the Department
of Agriculture (USDA) entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to establish
“consistent goals, principles, and guidance related to border security,” between the three
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departments.8 The MOU “provides guidance in the development of individual agreements,
where appropriate, between [Customs and Border Protection (CBP)] and the land management
agencies . . . .”9 While the MOU allows for Border Patrol to conduct motorized pursuits in
exigent or emergency situations within wilderness or wilderness study areas, Border Patrol must
file a report with the federal land manger after each instance.10 Otherwise, Border Patrol agents
can generally patrol by foot or by horseback without prior authorization from the federal land
manager.11
Any additional Border Patrol access to federal lands is “subject to such terms and
conditions that are mutually developed” by the Border Patrol and federal land managers.12 In
practice, this gives federal land managers a veto over Border Patrol activities. For instance,
Border Patrol must receive permission to patrol areas not designated for off-road use and to
install tactical security infrastructure, such as roads, motion sensors, cameras, and vehicle
barriers.
Under the MOU, after receiving Border Patrol’s request, federal land managers have
ninety days to execute a local agreement after receiving a written request.13 Negotiating a
mutually accepted agreement, however, can cause delays, which would ultimately disadvantage
Border Patrol from successfully executing their mission, more so than the missions of the land
managers. The power disparity between Border Patrol and federal land management agencies is
further exemplified through the numerous instances where DHS has agreed to fund
environmental mitigation projects on land managed by USDA and DOI.14
Border Patrol agents are oftentimes most constrained in federally designated wilderness
areas. In general, the Wilderness Act prohibits using motor vehicles, motorized equipment,
landing of aircraft, and any form of mechanical transport in designated areas.15 Therefore, even
when the Border Patrol is authorized by the National Park Service to patrol or erect infrastructure
in wilderness areas, transportation, equipment, and tools can be limited to non-motorized or nonmechanical devices.16 Undoubtedly, as professional drug or human smugglers, CBVs, do not
observe such Wilderness Act restrictions to leave such areas unimpaired for the future use and
enjoyment of others or share desires to preserve and protect natural conditions.
Therefore, the MOU robs Border Patrol agents of the operational flexibility essential to
their mission of securing our borders. Border Patrol agents have expressed frustration due to
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delayed approvals from federal land managers to remediate drug trafficking tunnels, repairing
existing roads, and installing tactical security infrastructure.17 At times, Border Patrol agents
working with land management agencies can experience long delays in approval of tactical
infrastructure road maintenance and repair projects.18
Section 1118 of the Securing America’s Future Act of 2018 (H.R. 4760) resolves many
of the access concerns experienced by Border Patrol agents due to the MOU. Section 1118
waives certain federal environmental laws to provide Border Patrol improved access to all
federally owned borderlands.
Environmental Damage caused by an Unsecured Border
Human Waste and Garbage
Illegal migrants, human traffickers, and drug smugglers, whether crossing by foot or
using vehicles cause substantial damage to the natural and cultural resources found on federal
lands. Tremendous amounts of human waste and garbage are left on borderlands every year.
Medical supplies, diapers, clothing, and even broken-down cars are all left behind on federal
borderlands.19 Throughout the borderlands, trash strewn lay-up points, staging areas where
illegal immigrants and smugglers discard waste in preparation for being picked up by vehicles,
are a common sight in dry river beds and washes.20
In Arizona’s southern region alone, the Bureau of Land Management reportedly collected
and removed 794,320 pounds of trash between FY2011-2016.21 The Arizona Department of
Environmental Quality estimates that each year 2,000 tons of diapers, plastic bottles, and other
garbage is left behind by CBVs.22 Garbage and human waste from CBVs has been identified as
one of the major contributors to pollution in the San Pedro River, where volunteers cleaned up
more than thirty temporary camps set up by CBVs in 2008 alone.23
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Wildland Fires
CBVs are also responsible for man-made wildland fires started on the border. According
to the Government Accountability Office (GAO), between 2006 and 2010, illegal immigrants
and drug traffickers were likely responsible for 30 out of 77 investigated wildland fires on
federal lands.24 High levels of CBVs complicate fire suppression efforts and forces firefighters
to change tactics. For example, nighttime firefighting activities may be reduced due to
firefighter safety concerns of encountering armed drug and human traffickers.25 Moreover,
coordinating aerial firefighting operations along the border is more difficult because CBVs often
use the same radio frequencies as firefighters.26
Threat to Habitats
In addition to the massive volume of trash and dangerous man-made wildfires, illegal
border crossings inflict serious damage to vegetation and species habitats. Like the loss of life
and threat to public safety, the environmental cost of illegal immigration and smuggling is a
constant concern. The Public Lands Foundation’s states that “the smuggling of controlled
substances and people into the United States from Mexico is increasingly causing substantial and
oftentimes irreparable damage to natural and cultural resources on federal, tribal, and private
lands along America’s southwest border.”27
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) identified mass illegal immigration as a likely
contributing factor in the 79 percent decline in the U.S. Sonoran pronghorn population between
2000 and 2002 at the Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument.28 FWS’s report on the Cabeza
Prieta National Wildlife Refuge, which shares 56 miles of border with Mexico, used high
resolution aerial photography to map 7,968 miles of vehicular trails associated with illegal border
crossings in the refuge.29
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Digitized map of off-road trails in Cabeza Prieta National Wildlife Refuge, October 2008

Source: USFWS

FWS also found that “the amount of damage from off-road activities [in Cabeza Prieta] may be
significantly impacting the natural quality of wilderness character . . .” through erosion, changing
plant distribution, destruction of wildlife habitat, and soil compaction.30 Given the
environmental threats of CBVs, FWS recommended increasing personnel and horse patrols as
well as deploying more technological assets in Cabeza Prieta.31
Violence and the National Security Risk of an Unsecured Border
Gaps in border security are used by drug smugglers, human traffickers, and even
potential terrorists32 to gain undocumented entry into the United States. Remote federal lands
are a popular border crossing location, making encounters between those crossing the border
illegally and park rangers, forestry officers, and other field-level land management employees
inevitable.33 On August 9, 2002, Park Ranger Kris Eggle was killed while pursuing drug cartel
members in Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument.34 Following Ranger Eggle’s murder, large
sections of Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument were closed to the public because of rampant
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CBVs.35 The National Monument did not fully reopen to the American public until 12 years
after Eggle’s death.36
In Fiscal Year (FY) 2017, the Border Patrol made 415,191 apprehensions along the
Southern border.37 Border Patrol has made 109,544 apprehensions in the current, 2018 fiscal
year.38 Despite a trend of fewer apprehensions, in FY 2017 there were 847 more assaults against
Border Patrol personnel, a 45% increase from FY 2016.39 Border Patrol agents, while trained
and equipped to interdict illegal crossings, typically patrol alone40 and are therefore at high risk
of being attacked on the job.
Southwest Border Apprehensions

Source: U.S. Customs and Border Patrol, Dep’t. of Homeland Security

The Southern border remains the most popular entry point for drug smugglers. Last year,
CBP seized 9,346 pounds of cocaine, 953 pounds of heroin, 861,231 pounds of marijuana,
10,328 pounds of methamphetamines, and 181 pounds of fentanyl.41 During the same time
frame, CBP encountered 8,531 criminal aliens, of whom, 2,675 were criminal aliens with
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outstanding warrants and arrested “536 illegal aliens who are affiliated with a gang,” including
228 of whom were affiliated with MS-13.42
Rural communities in the Southwestern United States inevitably bear a disproportionate
amount of the violence and public safety risks stemming from CBVs. Residents, such as
ranchers, living and working near the border are particularly vulnerable and contend daily with
the very real risk of a violent chance encounter with drug cartel members or desperate illegal
immigrants.43 The unsolved murder of Arizona rancher, Robert Krentz, who was fatally shot
while attempting to render aid to a distressed migrant, vividly illustrates the risks ranchers on the
Southern border face.44
The violence is not limited to attacks against U.S. citizens. Migrants are frequently
victims of the criminals they pay to lead them across the border and of the harsh terrain of some
of the most used illegal border crossing routes. Professional smugglers, known as “coyotes,”
sometimes abandon the people they are leading mid-way45 or require kidnapped migrants to
transport illegal drugs.46 Refusal to work for a drug cartel can often mean death.47 Thousands of
migrants have died in attempts to cross the border.48 Some sources indicate a strong
concentration of deaths occurring on isolated federal lands.49
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